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CLAIRE BRIDGE, That which remains, when all else ceases to exist, Shesha, 2020, installation view. Image courtesy the artist.
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It would be incorrect to say that no one could have imagined the 
Australian fire season that led into 2020 or the epidemic that has spread 
across the globe in a few short months since the year began, because 
scientists have warned for many years of both these possibilities 
becoming probabilities, perhaps just not in such quick succession.

It might be accurate to say, however, that for most of us the speed, 
shock and level of impact of these phenomena were not fathomable 
until we experienced them, but I would not include the artists of 
Confluence in that broad brushstroke. Twelve months ago, Jeremy 
Blincoe, Claire Bridge and Emmy Mavroidis proposed an exhibition 
that highlights our complete dependence on water, and issued a dire 
warning regarding climate change and the real possibility of mass 
extinction. Their exhibition opened in June this year, but only just.

It makes sense then, that with a critical and considered perspective 
of the more profound priorities at play, the artists remained so fluid 
and adaptable as they faced the prospect of their exhibition being 
postponed, moved online or even cancelled due to a COVID-19 
forced gallery closure. They were concerned, but they were calm, 
understanding and ever patient. They truly went with the flow.

Fluidity and adaptability has been a key learning during the first half of 
2020 and correlates to Confluence’s proposition of water as an elemental 
archetype and therefore I cannot help but be reminded of Lao Tzu, the 
teachings of the Tao Te Ching and the many instances wherein water is 
used as a metaphor for navigating life.

“The sage’s way -  Tao – is the way of water. There must be water for 
life to be, and it can flow wherever. And water, being true to being water 
is true to Tao. Those on the Way of the Tao, like water need to accept 
where they find themselves; and that may often be where water goes to 
the lowest places, and that is right…”  (Ch 8, The Tao Te Ching) 

During what seems a profoundly historic moment this philosophy of 
fluidity has just been claimed by the Hong Kong independence activists 
who oppose Chinese rule of law and have invoked the phrase,
“Be Water”,  to describe their movement and response to a hard-line 
state and police crackdown. No doubt the phrase finds its origins in 
Taoist philosophy but by way of Hong Kong/American martial arts icon 
Bruce Lee, the subject of a recently released documentary of the same 
name who popularised the same philosophy, “Be water, my friend.”

“Nothing in the world is softer than water… but we know it can wear 
away the hardest of things. The supple overcomes the hard, and the 
so-called weak, the strong.” (Ch 78, The Tao Te Ching)

There is no doubt that we are living in a year of significant upheaval and 
that challenges lie ahead. Whilst the exhibition Confluence warns us 
of the dangers, it also reminds us there is a path through the smoke, 
anxiety and despair. 

We need to listen to scientists. 
We need to see like artists. 
We need to be like water.

Victor Griss
Gallery Curator
Counihan Gallery In Brunswick

THE LESSONS 
OF WATER



JEREMY BLINCOE, 1993, 2018, Scorched Cypress, Steel, (detail) 150 x 100 cm. Image courtesy the artist.



Nature never truly departs. We tread on her. We burn her. We pour vile 
fluids down her once pristine throat(s). We coat her in cement, asphalt 
and plastic. We even rape the very air she so bounteously supplies us 
with, slowly, painfully, broiling the once soft and verdant mosses and 
ferns of what remains of the forest, or baking the once bright flowers of 
the desert floor after rain.

We, or at least the anthropologists amongst us, have begun to call this 
period the Age of the Anthropocene, a period when the mark of homo-
sapiens has become indelible and, perhaps, irreversible. And it is, sadly, 
the extreme opposite of the much more optimistic 1960s daydream of 
The Age of Aquarius. 

But Nature can be remarkably resilient and one realm that it returns 
to again and again is that of Art. To be sure, we shift in our tastes and 
fascinations, from Geometric Abstraction to Constructivism to Pop Art, 
but many artists remain steadfast in their commitment to the depiction 
of nature. Claire Bridge, Emmy Mavroidis and Jeremy Blincoe are such 
artists. They refuse to fall into cliché. They weave their own magic, 
allowing the warps and weaves of nature’s textures and flows to infuse 
their media to create what some may call other-worldly planes but 
which are, in fact, in many ways the epitome of the world itself.

For all their stylistic distinctions, a clear linkage between Bridge, 
Mavroidis and Blincoe can be seen in their mysterious uses of foliage, 
whether it be mist-shrouded forests or the gnarled remnants of aged 
hardwoods. History, belief, religion and spirituality are replete with 
concepts of the Sacred Tree, the Tree of Life, the World Tree or the Tree 
of Knowledge. This is the ancient tradition that Bridge, Mavroidis and 
Blincoe, perhaps unwittingly to some extent, fall into. 

Theirs’ is not the depiction of gentrified gardens. Theirs’ is a far more 
deep-seated symbolism that runs throughout global history. Its seeds 
have sprouted in ancient Australian Aboriginal lore and Zoroastrian 
ritual. In Buddhist tradition the Bodhi tree – the tree beneath which 

CONFLUENCE

Once there were brook trout in the streams in 
the mountains. You could see them standing 
in the amber current where the white edges 
of their fins wimpled softly in the flow. They 
smelled of moss in your hand. Polished and 
muscular and torsional. On their backs were 
vermiculate patterns that were maps of the 
world in its becoming. Maps and mazes. Of 
a thing which could not be put back. Not be 
made right again. In the deep glens where 
they lived all things were older than man 
and they hummed of mystery. 

- Cormac McCarthy, The Road



Meanwhile Claire Bridge’s natural-dyed silk and indigo works, 
photograph and installations speak to a ‘Borderlands’ exploration. 
Drawing on traditions of her indigenous Assamese heritage, Bridge’s 
meditative metaphysical, fluid landscapes “become landscapes of the 
body and identity, evoking ancestral cultural and genetic transmissions, 
mythologies and fraught colonial histories, whilst speaking to the 
interconnected nature of body, tree, water, air, belonging and place,” 
she says.

Reminiscent of glacial flows in a climate changed world and the great 
rivers and mountains of the Himalayas or Australia’s Blue Mountain 
ranges, Bridge’s work resists the digital and screen space, emphasizing 
tactile experiences in a world increasingly bereft and disconnected from 
tactility. 

Jeremy Blincoe’s work, meanwhile, embodies kinship through enigmatic 
photographs and carved watery sculptures. “I draw and map the tree 
with my camera, its leaves, branches, bark, roots and its entanglement 
with the broader ecology,” Blincoe says. “I then moved to mimesis, 
tuning my body and the camera into the trembling of its leaves with the 
morning breeze. The camera has become an intermediary to a mode of 
encounter with another being. Whilst the great numinous unknown of 
the tree remains present, the durational process has created an 
intimacy and kinship with the tree; and a widening of community that 
embraces it.”

The works in Bridge, Mavroidis and Blincoe’s Confluence are linked by 
a potent sense of mystery. Each artist has grappled with the strange 
intimacy of nature. Each has absorbed at least some knowledge 
beneath the leaves of Yggdrasil and share the privilege with those of us 
yet to encounter our own Tree of Life.

Ashley Crawford
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the Buddha sat when he attained Enlightenment is a central symbol. 
Yggdrasil is an immense mythical tree that plays a central role in Norse 
cosmology.

Ancient Paganism is rife with tree-mythology. Etz Chaim, Hebrew 
for Tree of Life, is a term used in Judaism and found in The Book of 
Proverbs applied figuratively to the Torah. And, of course, The Tree of 
Life appears in Genesis 2:9 and 3:22-24 as the source of eternal life in 
the Garden of Eden from which access is revoked when man is driven 
from Eden due to a forbidden snack. The Tree reappears in the last 
book of the Bible, the Book of Revelation. And then of course there 
are the innumerable fictions based on sentient trees, one of the more 
memorable being Tolkein’s Ents in Lord of the Rings although the 
maniacal Groot in Guardians of the Galaxy is hard to forget. 

Bridge, Mavroidis and Blincoe’s group exhibition, Confluence, explores 
the fluid relationships and the confluences of the three artists’ practices, 
centering and pivoting around their relationship with nature and the 
environment. In Confluence, each artist creates works with the subject as 
an active ‘co-author.’ The nature of the works are inextricably interwoven 
with the nature of their subject and materials. Here the boundaries 
are blurred between subject, material and artist and in the confluence 
of their works together, suggests Claire Bridge, are evidences of a 
collective interconnectivity, with the tree and water as central and 
connecting motifs.

Mavroidis’ drawings are immediate, “produce traces, marks and residue 
as evidence of embodied knowledge through movement, the body and 
physical gestures,” she says. “The burnt tree stumps… assert the need to 
define this intersection between flat and three-dimensional space. 
The burnt tree stump evokes the memory of the recent catastrophic 
fires in Australia, and of the urgency of the issue of climate change and 
global warming.” 



JEREMY BLINCOE, Not Tree Not Not Tree series, 2020, EMMY MAVROIDIS, Drawing a Line in the Sand, 2020 and
When Two Worlds Collide, 2020, (foreground) installation views.



Drawing on the traditions of her Assamese and Anglo-Indian/Australian 
heritage, Claire Bridge’s metaphysical, fluid landscapes become 
landscapes of body and identity, evoking ancestral cultural and genetic 
transmissions, fraught colonial histories and indigo mythologies.

Bridge’s silks suggest melting glacial flows in a climate changed world, 
the rivers and mountains of the Himalayas, Australia’s blue ranges and 
the blues of yearning and distance. Through immersion and surrender 
to materials and natural, sustainable indigo dying methods, the porous 
natures of time, ancestral knowledge, identity and physicality, of human 
and non-human interbeing, confluence together with tree, river and the 
elements in active co-authorship. 

Claire Bridge is an interdisciplinary artist whose practice includes 
ceramic sculpture, video, textiles, painting and installation. Her work 
engages with marginalised voices, gender inequality, ancestral 
transmissions and environmental ecologies, addressing paradigms of 
power and notions of interbeing while exploring opportunities for repair 
and sustainable future-worlding. Growing institutional appreciation 
for Bridge’s work is attested by her inclusion in Manic, The Big Anxiety 
Festival at the UNSW 2019, Erasure, CoVA curated by Nur Shkembi, 
Network, Art Gallery of Ballarat and nationally toured Fecund: Fertile 
Worlds, Artback NT. 

Claire Bridge has been winner of the Living Art Award and People’s 
Choice for the Stan and Maureen Duke, Gold Coast Art Prize, and 
awarded the Silver Medal in the Black Swan Prize, People’s Choice in 
the Portia Geach and Shirley Hannan Portrait Awards. Bridge has been 
short-listed on multiple occasions in the world’s richest portrait prize, 
the $150,000 Doug Moran National Portrait Prize and a finalist in the 
prestigious Sulman Prize at the AGNSW. 

Her work is held in public and private collections including Maroondah 
Federation Estate Gallery, the Honorary Consulate of Monaco and 
collections across Australia and New Zealand, USA, UK and Europe. 

CLAIRE BRIDGE

CLAIRE BRIDGE, That which remains, when all else ceases to exist, Shesha, 2020, (detail). 
Image courtesy the artist.



CLAIRE BRIDGE

That which remains, when all else ceases to exist, Shesha
natural indigo, habotai silk
1100 x 114 cm
chrome rod 145 x 3.2 cm 

The dream of a snake

I took the light from a dead star
It changed to a rod to a snake
And slithered from my hands
The snake divided the grass-
By dislocating its jaw
It swallowed a hen egg
By the serpentine river
It curled around a stone
And took on its warmth and stillness
The snake dreamed of a pool full of stars
That changed in the ripples
Into snakes of light

~ David Campbell

That which remains, when all else ceases to exist, refers to Shesha. 
In the unfurling, all creation takes place, cloud, mountain, glacier, river, 
mountain, serpent … all expressions of the multitudinous songs of 
creation emanating from the thousand mouths of Shesha.

Shesha, nagaraja, King of all Nāgas, a primal being of creation in serpent 
form. Shesha is said to hold all the planets of the cosmos on their 
Cobra hood. They are sometimes referred to as Ananta Shesha, which 
translates as endless, or Shesha as Adishesha “first Shesha”. It is said that 
when Adishesa uncoils, time moves forward and creation takes place; 
when they coil back, the universe ceases to exist.

Shesha is considered a manifestation of Vishnu.  Vishnu is often 
depicted as resting on Shesha with Lakshmi, floating in the oceans of 
the void.. In Sanskrit texts, “Shesha” signifies the “remainder”, that which 
remains when all else ceases to exist.



“We made many discoveries in the unseen realm. One of these 
discoveries was the colour blue. We could travel in this colour. 
We could pass through a certain tone of blue into the world beyond 
thought, where gods dwell. We dreamed in blue. Some of us made 
magic carpets of blue on which we visited our friends in remote 
constellations.

Our sages made magic with blue. They conjured with it, invoked it and 
created protective spells with its inner nature. Our best potions are 
made with sprinkling of blue enchantments.

We made realities with this mystic colour. We destroyed evils with its 
potent flame. In our ecstasies we went through portals of blue to the 
source of our highest joys. No darkness of mind but cannot be soothed 
and dissolved by its ministrations.”

Ben Okri, The Magic Lamp (Dreams of Our Age)

CLAIRE BRIDGE

Meditations on distance and closeness
Series
2020
natural indigo, habotai silk, 
205 x 114 cm chrome rod, 145 x 2.5 cm each





CLAIRE BRIDGE

Meditation on distance and closeness: Your Being, My Being, 
natural indigo, habotai silk, 
2020
205 x 114 cm, chrome rod, 145 x 2.5 cm

Previous page

(Left)
Meditation on distance and closeness: My body, Your body
natural indigo, habotai silk, 
2020
205 x 114 cm, chrome rod, 145 x 2.5 cm

(Right)
 Meditation on distance and closeness: Where do you end and I begin?
Do we end, do we begin? 
natural indigo, habotai silk, 
2020
205 x 114 cm, chrome rod, 145 x 2.5 cm

The Blue of Distance

“The world is blue at its edges and in its depths. This blue is the light 
that got lost. Light at the blue end of the spectrum does not travel the 
whole distance from the sun to us. It disperses among the molecules of 
the air, it scatters in water. Water is colourless, shallow water appears to 
be the colour of whatever lies underneath it, but deep water is full of this 
scattered light, the purer the water the deeper the blue. 

The sky is blue for the same reason, but the blue at the horizon, the blue 
of land that seems to be dissolving into the sky, is a deeper, dreamier, 
melancholy blue, the blue at the farthest reaches of the places where 
you see for miles, the blue of distance. This light that does not touch us, 
does not travel the whole distance, the light that gets lost, gives us the 
beauty of the world, so much of which is in the colour blue.

For many years, I have been moved by the blue at the far edge of 
what can be seen, that colour of horizons, of remote mountain ranges, 
of anything far away. The colour of that distance is the colour of an 
emotion, the colour of solitude and of desire, the colour of there seen 
from here, the colour of where you are not. And the colour of where 
you can never go. For the blue is not in the place those miles away 
at the horizon, but in the atmospheric distance between you and the 
mountains. “Longing,” says the poet Robert Hass, “because desire is full 
of endless distances. Blue is the colour of longing for the distances you 
never arrive in, for the blue world.”

Rebecca Solnit, A Field Guide to Getting Lost



Immersed in the cauldron heat of the indigo vat, the soil of my ancestral 
home seeps into my skin. Dye leaves its blue stain. Blue skin, the colour 
of gods, oceans and distant mountains, of work and toil. My hand is 
swollen with the bodies of my ancestors, full with their inheritances, their 
poisons, their medicines and their gifts.

As an Anglo-Indian first generation Australian, complex histories of 
colonisation are written in my bones. Both stories, both histories, 
colonizer and colonised, suppression and rebellion, stream through my 
veins, woven into my DNA. Only half truths are told, only some stories 
are spoken.

My Assamese great-grandmother holds out her hand to me. I take it and 
wade through lotus fields, following as she guides, beyond space in the 
folds of time at home in her company. 

CLAIRE BRIDGE

Embodying the Ancestors
2020
Archival pigment print on cotton rag paper
70 x 55 cm
Edition of 3



“One day I discovered that by gazing into the distance, without thought or focus, I could see things people only 
glimpsed in dreams…I became a gazer into distances. I peer into open spaces as if into another world. Then time 
dissolves. In the stillness of all things… 

Sometimes I have seen things which the ancient ones told me I could not have known, things that took place when 
the world was still forming. All this I have seen, just be gazing into the air. It is as if all time were here. It is as if 
everything is here, if we know how to see.

The grass stirs, and a heron considers the world with a question in its beak.
By gazing and not gazing into the infinite present, it seems all worlds are here.”

Ben Okri, The Magic Lamp (Dreams of Our Age)

CLAIRE BRIDGE

Song of Mountains, Gaze
2020
natural indigo, habotai silk 
58 x 42 cm 
chrome rod 64 x 1.6 cm 



CLAIRE BRIDGE

Song of Mountains, Dream
2020 
natural indigo, habotai silk 
70 x 55 cm, 
chrome rod, 75 x 1.6 cm

“No. 28

This life of mine’s been nurtured by a river.
In its arteries flow
the gifts of mountain-peaks.
Its fields have been shaped by many alluvial layers.
Mysterious vital juices from diverse sources
have spread themselves in harvests upon harvests.
From the east and the west networks of song-streams
lull its sleep and wake.
Ambassadress of the cosmos, that river,
she who brings the far near, bids us greet
the unknown at our doorsteps, – it was she
who wove the day of my birth. And for ever
on her streams, untied, my mobile home
drifts from bank to bank.
I am an outcast. I am a vagabond.
Boundless bounty piles my birthday plate
again and again with food, making no bones about it.

Santiniketan, 23 February 1941”

Rabindranath Tagore, Janmadine



Melting glaciers

Ice garments 
She has worn for millennia 
warming
slipping
sliding

She groans
heaving with the weight of 
ancients
uncovering bones
and breath
releasing secrets 
which lay silent
now 
they speak

oceans rise
islands fall
all descends into the deep

She sheds her garments
while we

hold our breath

- Claire Bridge

CLAIRE BRIDGE

Melt
2020
natural indigo, habotai silk, Eucalypt branch
120 x 2oo x 50 cm



CLAIRE BRIDGE, That which remains, when all else ceases to exist, Shesha, 2020, (detail) image courtesy the artist.



“When I take you to the Valley, you’ll see the blue 
hills on the left and the blue hills on the right, 
the rainbow and the vineyards under the rain-
bow late in the rainy season, and maybe you’ll 
say, “There it is, that’s it!” But I’ll say. “A little 
farther.” We’ll go on, I hope, and you’ll see the 
roofs of the little towns and the hillsides yellow 
with wild oats, a buzzard soaring and a wom-
an singing by the shadows of a creek in the dry 
season, and maybe you’ll say, “Let’s stop here, 
this is it!” But I’ll say, “A little farther yet.” We’ll 
go on, and you’ll hear the quail calling on the 
mountain by the springs of the river, and look-
ing back you’ll see the river running downward 
through the wild hills behind, below, and you’ll 
say, “Isn’t that the Valley?” And all I will be able 
to say is, “Drink this water of the spring, rest here 
awhile, we have a long way yet to go and I can’t 
go without you.”

Ursula K. Le Guin, Always Coming Home

CLAIRE BRIDGE

Returning
2020
natural indigo, habotai silk, eucalypt branch 
200 x 35 x 35 cm



JEREMY BLINCOE
Untitled 1, 2020, Pigment Ink Jet Print, 100 x 150 cm, Edition 1/5 + 



“We are at the mercy of the wind, currents and the crooked timbers 
of our nature. We curse the wheel that spins us this way and that 
decreeing that control and authorship are an illusion. Our understanding 
and existence is an island surrounded by a vast black ocean whose 
numinous depth both daunts and shimmers with possibilities.”

Jeremy is a visual storyteller whose purpose is not to reflect the 
world we see around us, but to explore the inner world of the mind of 
individuals, the community, and the shared imagination of the group.
Like peeling the layers of skin from an onion, it is a slow process of 
gradual steps as Jeremy digs deeper into imaginative psychological 
spaces.

While Jeremy’s work often springs from the personal, in the process of 
becoming an artwork, the content becomes reformed in a mythic visual 
language,that others can share.

‘If these are myths, in that they use narrative to describe possible 
ways of thinking about the world, they are not fables or parables; 
they do not have a simple moral lesson they seek to impart. 
Each visual story remains open, inviting viewers to journey into the 
mythic space and find, perhaps, their own personal answers or 
empathic resonance.’  
(Excerpt, ‘The Honest Mythmaker’, PhotoWorld China interview by Dr Alasdair Foster).

 
In 2006 having completed a degree in Photography at Massey 
University in New Zealand, Jeremy has since held fifteen solo exhibitions 
including Korea, Switzerland, and New Zealand. He has won prestigious 
prizes including the Brisbane Art Prize (2017), Fisher Ghost Arts Prize 
(2017), Kaipara Wallace Arts Trust Award (2016), and has work in the 
collection of Gippsland Art Gallery & Pah homestead.

JEREMY BLINCOE

JEREMY BLINCOE

1993, 
2018
Scorched Cypress, Steel.
150 x 100 cm
Edition of 1.



JEREMY BLINCOE

(Left)
The Void Migrates To the Surface
2019
Scorched Cypress
80 cm in diameter, Edition of 1

“The carved cypress works explore the indifference of nature and that
it is prone to disequilibrium as equilibrium, perhaps with the common
misconception that we, concrete, cranes and everything thing else is
separate from nature with nature finding harmony through negative
feedback loops rather than the often catastrophic positive feedback
loops.”

(Right) 
The Gravity of Things
2018
Scorched Cypress
80 cm in diameter, Edition of 1



Not Tree, Not Not Tree (Series)

The photographs are part of a larger archive
of field drawings. During isolation I have visited a Peppercorn tree
in a nearby public park every morning from 6:30 to 7:00am. 
 
I started by drawing and mapping the tree with my camera, its leaves, 
branches,
bark, roots and its entanglement with the broader ecology. I then
moved to mimesis, tuning my body and the camera into the trembling of
its leaves with the morning breeze. The camera has become an
intermediary to a mode of encounter with another being. Whilst the
great numinous unknown of the tree remains present, the durational
process has created an intimacy and kinship with the tree; and a
widening of community that embraces it.”

JEREMY BLINCOE

Not Tree, Not Not Tree 
(Series of Untitled 1-5)
2020
installation view
image courtesy the artist



JEREMY BLINCOE

Untitled 4
2020
Pigment Ink Jet Print
100 x 150 cm
Edition 1/5 plus 2AP



JEREMY BLINCOE

Untitled 4
2020
Pigment Ink Jet Print
100 x 150 cm
Edition 1/5 plus 2AP



JEREMY BLINCOE

Untitled 4
2020
Pigment Ink Jet Print
100 x 150 cm
Edition 1/5 plus 2AP



JEREMY BLINCOE

Untitled 4
2020
Pigment Ink Jet Print
100 x 150 cm
Edition 1/5 plus 2AP



CONFLUENCE  installation view 



I fell in love with a burnt tree stump found on my property in North 
Eastern Melbourne after a controlled burn off.

As the carbonised silvery charcoal glistened in the sun, I knew I had 
to draw with it. The rawness of this the material echoed the history of 
charcoal, traditional materials and processes.

The immediacy of the action of pushing the burnt tree stump on the 
paper produced traces, marks and residue as evidence of embodied 
knowledge through movement, the body and physical gestures. The 
stumps weight and presence assert the need to define this intersection 
between 2D and 3D space. The burnt tree stump is a memory of the 
recent catastrophic fires in Australia, and speaks to humanities inaction 
on climate change and its compounding effects. 

Born in Melbourne Emmy Mavroidis is currently studying Masters 
of Contemporary Art at the Victorian College of the Arts. Since first 
graduating from the Victorian College of the Arts in 1986 with a 
Bachelor of Fine Arts (Painting) she went on to obtain her Diploma in 
Education 1992. She then went on to establish Nyora Studio Gallery in 
Melbourne 2003, where she is currently the director.  Emmy participated 
in the International SEAS exhibition in Greece at Ionian Centre for Arts 
and Culture in 2016. She is the recipient of the Arnold Boch Liebler 
Sculpture Award at the 2019 Yering Station Sculpture Prize. Finalist, 
Montalto Sculpture Prize 2017 & 2019.  Finalist, Hutchins Art Prize, Hobart 
Tasmania 2015. Finalist, Adelaide Perry Drawing Prize, PLC Sydney 
NSW.2015  

EMMY MAVROIDIS

EMMY MAVROIDIS, When Two Worlds Collide, 2020, Burnt log, Somerset paper,
152.cm  x 1000 cm x 40 cm, installation view, image credit Jeremy Blincoe



EMMY MAVROIDIS

When Two Worlds Collide
2020, Burnt log, Somerset paper 
152.cm  x 1000 cm x 40 cm,
installation view, 
image credit Jeremy Blincoe



EMMY MAVROIDIS

Drawing a Line in the Sand 
2020
Bronze
120 cm x 120 cm x 35 cm 
Edition 1 of 3

Drawing a Line in the Sand is an evocation 
of the fluidity and ephemerality of movement, 
time and space. The stasis of the bronze from 
its once molten form accents the tenuous 
relationship that humans have with nature. 
This work embodies humanities attempt 
at the mastery of the natural world, whistle 
acknowledging the vast swathes of the 
environment that we will never truly hold 
dominion over.



EMMY MAVROIDIS

Drawing a Line in the Sand 
2020
Bronze
120 cm x 120cm x 35 cm 
Edition 1 of 3

EMMY MAVROIDIS

Nickel, copper, chrome
2020
Bronze
15 cm x 12 cm x 10 cm each, 
variable, 10 pieces
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CLAIRE BRIDGE

Embodying the Ancestors, 2020
Archival pigment print on cotton rag paper
70 x 55 cm
Edition of 3
$900

That which remains, when all else ceases to exist, Shesha, 2020
natural indigo, habotai silk
1100 x 114 cm
chrome rod 145 x 3.2 cm 
$12,000

Meditation on distance and closeness: My Body, Your Body, 2020
natural indigo, habotai silk, 
205 x 114 cm, chrome rod, 145 x 2.5 cm
$4500

Meditation on distance and closeness: Your Being, My Being, 2020
natural indigo, habotai silk, 
205 x 114 cm, chrome rod, 145 x 2.5 cm
$4500

Meditation on distance and closeness: 
Where do you end and I begin? Do we end, do we begin? 2020
natural indigo, habotai silk, 
205 x 114 cm, chrome rod, 145 x 2.5 cm 
$4500

Song of Mountains, Gaze, 2020
natural indigo, habotai silk 
58 x 42 cm 
chrome rod 64 x 1.6 cm 
$1100

Song of Mountains, Dream, 2020 
natural indigo, habotai silk 
70 x 55 cm, 
chrome rod, 75 x 1.6 cm
$1600

Returning, 2020
natural indigo, habotai silk, eucalypt branch 
200 x 35 x 35 cm
NFS

(in vitrine)
Melt, 2020
natural indigo, habotai silk, Eucalypt branch, 
120 x 200 cm
$3000

JEREMY BLINCOE

The Void Migrates To the Surface, 2019  
Scorched Cypress
80cm in diameter
Edition of 1
$3750

The Gravity of Things, 2018
Scorched Cypress
80cm in diameter
Edition of 1
$3750

1993, 2018
Scorched Cypress, Steel.
150x100cm
Edition of 1.
$7500

Not Tree, Not Not Tree (Series)

Untitled 1, 2020
Pigment Ink Jet Print
100 x 150 cm
Edition 1/5 plus 2AP
$3850

LIST OF 
WORKS

Untitled 2, 2020
Pigment Ink Jet Print
100 x 150 cm
Edition 1/5 plus 2AP
$3850

Untitled 3, 2020
Pigment Ink Jet Print
100 x 150 cm
Edition 1/5 plus 2AP
$3850

Untitled 4, 2020
Pigment Ink Jet Print
100 x 150 cm
Edition 1/5 plus 2AP
$3000
$3850

Untitled 5, 2020
Pigment Ink Jet Print
100 x 150 cm
Edition 1/5 plus 2AP
$3850

EMMY MAVROIDIS

When Two Worlds Collide, 2020 
Burnt log, Somerset paper 
152.cm  x 1000 cm x 40 cm
POA

Drawing a Line in the Sand, 2020
Bronze
120 cm x 120 cm x 35 cm 
Edition 1 of 3
$15,000

Treasures, 2020
Nickel, copper, chrome
15 cm x 12 cm x 10 cm each variable
$250 each 

For sales and enquiries
contact the artists
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CLAIRE BRIDGE
website clairebridgeartist.com

email  bridge.claire@gmail.com

instagram @clairebridge

SUBSCRIBE  

JEREMY BLINCOE
website jeremyblincoe.com

email  jeremyblincoe@gmail.com

instagram @jeremyblincoe

EMMY MAVROIDIS
website emmymavroidis.com

email  nyorastudio@gmail.com

instagram @emmymavroidis

CONTACT

http://clairebridgeartist.com
https://gmail.us20.list-manage.com/subscribe?u=b02ecaf5523022c15b2469007&id=38b923b25f
http://jeremyblincoe.com
http://emmymavroidis.com


EMMY MAVROIDIS, When Two Worlds Collide, 2020, Burnt log, Somerset paper,
 152cm  x 1000 cm x 40 cm, installation view, image credit Jeremy Blincoe


